
Mistakenly branded in childhood as profoundly mentally retarded, Judy spent thirty-five years in institutional custody 
before the  love of her twin sister intervened to obtain her release, setting her on a journey from darkness into light, 
which would win for her international acclaim as an artist of exceptional talent and originality. 

While attending the Creative Growth Art Center in California, Judith casually observed a fiber art class conducted by 
visiting artist Sylvia Seventy, and used the materials to spontaneously invented her own unique and radically different 
form of artistic expression. While other students were stitching, she was sculpting with an unprecedented zeal and 
concentration.

Her special creativity was quickly recognised, and she was given complete freedom to choose her own materials. She 
found her inspiration in abandoned and broken materials, wrapped and entwined to create mysterious forms of great 
beauty. Taking found objects (often stealing them from other people at the Center) she would wrap them in carefully 
selected colored yarns to create diverse sculptures in many different shapes. Some resemble cocoons or body parts, 
while others are elongated totemic poles. Many of her works also feature pairs; Scott’s experience as a twin is essential 
to her work. 

Scott’s work has become immensely popular in the world of outsider art, and her pieces have been acquired by several 
museums for their permanent collections. Her pieces now sell for $15,000 or more at auction.
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